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Purpose: Evidence-based and effective treatments for COVID-19 are limited, and a new
wave of infections and deaths calls for novel, easily implemented treatment strategies.
Photobiomodulation therapy (PBMT) is a well-known adjunctive treatment for pain manage
ment, wound healing, lymphedema, and cellulitis. PBMT uses light to start a cascade of
photochemical reactions that lead to local and systemic anti-inflammatory effects at multiple
levels and that stimulate healing. Numerous empirical studies of PBMT for patients with
pulmonary disease such as pneumonia, COPD and asthma suggest that PBMT is a safe and
effective adjunctive treatment. Recent systematic reviews suggest that PBMT may be applied
to target lung tissue in COVID-19 patients. In this preliminary study, we evaluated the effect
of adjunctive PBMT on COVID-19 pneumonia and patient clinical status.
Patients and Methods: We present a small-scale clinical trial with 10 patients randomized
to standard medical care or standard medical care plus adjunctive PBMT. The PBMT group
received four daily sessions of near-infrared light treatment targeting the lung tissue via
a Multiwave Locked System (MLS) laser. Patient outcomes were measured via blood work,
chest x-rays, pulse oximetry and validated scoring tools for pneumonia.
Results: PBMT patients showed improvement on pulmonary indices such as SMART-COP,
BCRSS, RALE, and CAP (Community-Acquired Pneumonia questionnaire). PBMT-treated
patients showed rapid recovery, did not require ICU admission or mechanical ventilation, and
reported no long-term sequelae at 5 months after treatment. In the control group, 60% of
patients were admitted to the ICU for mechanical ventilation. The control group had an
overall mortality of 40%. At a 5-month follow-up, 40% of the control group experienced
long-term sequelae.
Conclusion: PBMT is a safe and effective potential treatment for COVID-19 pneumonia
and improves clinical status in COVID-19 pneumonia.
Keywords: COVID-19, low-level laser therapy, pneumonia, SMART-COP, BCRSS, RALE
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The COVID-19 pandemic spread rapidly throughout the world, causing millions of
infections, hundreds of thousands of deaths, and overloaded hospitals and intensive
care units, with patients in need of critical care management. The initial hallmarks
of COVID-19 were cytokine storm and acute respiratory distress syndrome
(ARDS). Some patients are asymptomatic and recover spontaneously while others
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experience progressive symptoms leading to mild, moder
ate, or serious cases. Many serious cases require admission
to intensive care units (ICUs) and ventilation support. The
exceptional number of patients who died while receiving
optimal medical care and ventilator support remains an
enigma and successful treatment strategies remain to be
found.
COVID-19 is caused by the Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome Coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2). SARS-CoV-2
enters cells via the ACE2 entry receptor, activates alveolar
macrophages and neutrophils, and thereby enhances
inflammation and vascular permeability. The immune
response activates inflammatory cells and pathways and
leads to cytokine storm.1,2 A single molecular marker
associated with COVID-19 remains to be found, since
many COVID-19 patients exhibited diverse levels of
inflammatory markers and blood cell counts within normal
limits. COVID-19 patients with severe symptoms have
significantly higher levels of plasma pro-inflammatory
cytokines such as IL-2, IL-6, TNF-α.3–6 The most common
clinical manifestations of COVID-19 are ground glass
opacities on chest x-ray, cytokine storm, and acute respira
tory distress syndrome.3–6 The exaggerated immune
response remains the main cause of morbidity or mortality.
Prevention or modulation of this exaggerated inflamma
tory state could be the key to managing COVID-19
patients.6
PBMT is an adjunctive treatment option that has
demonstrated significant anti-inflammatory effects in pain
management, lymphedema, wound healing, and musculos
keletal injuries.7–10 Other terms that fall under the cate
gory of PBMT include low-level laser therapy (LLLT),
cold laser, and biostimulatory laser therapy.11 PBMT dif
fers from the lasers used in cosmetic and surgical proce
dures, which destroy or cut tissue.12,13 Instead, PBMT uses
non-ionizing, non-thermal light sources in the visible and
infrared spectra (600–1200 nm), which in turn, reduce
inflammation and stimulate healing.7 Light is applied
through the skin and targets the damaged or inflamed
tissues. Light energy absorbed by intracellular photorecep
tors starts a cascade of photochemical intracellular reac
tions that improve cellular activity and increase the tissue’s
healing process.12,13 Furthermore, PBMT is cost-effective,
non-invasive, and has no reported adverse side effects in
over 50 years of human experience. Experimental and
animal models of pulmonary disease, ARDS and infection
revealed that PBMT has cellular and molecular effects at
multiple levels against both cytokine and bradykinin
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storms14 (Figure 1). PBMT downregulates proinflamma
tory Interleukins (IL-1b levels, IL-6, MIP-2 mRNA
expression, etc.), prostaglandins, and TNF-alpha. PBMT
also upregulates anti-inflammatory cytokines such as IL10. PBMT decreases pulmonary microvascular leakage,
activates macrophages, T cells, and neutrophil influx.15–26
The P2X7 receptor 7 (P2X7r) has been identified as a new
potential therapeutic target in COVID-19 pathogenesis.17
P2X7r is constitutively expressed in many cells and is
a major factor involved in activation of cytokine storm
and lung pathology in response to viruses.20,27–29 PBMT
downregulates the P2X7r expression and decreases col
lagen deposition.20,22,30
The laser equipment required to deliver PBMT is
already available throughout the world, is approved by
countries' health authorities such as the FDA and Health
Canada, and is readily accessible in pain clinics, and
physiotherapy and rehabilitation centers. The Multiwave
Locked System (MLS) laser used in this study was
donated from a local pain center. The MLS laser increases
the number of photons penetrating the tissue per unit of
time, allowing for the treatment of deep tissues such as the
lung more effectively and in shorter times.31 Investigation
of the mechanism of action underlying the antiinflammatory effects of MLS lasers demonstrated an
increase in the production of NLRP 10, a potent inhibitor
of the inflammasome.32,33 NLRP 10 inhibits the conver
sion of pro-IL 1β and pro-IL 18 in IL1β and IL-18 which
blocks the production of many other cytokines and inflam
mation mediators.32,33
PBMT has been used to treat respiratory disorders such
as pneumonia, asthma or COPD in children, adults, and
elderly patients.34–39 Clinical studies of more than 1000
patients show positive effects of PBMT on pulmonary
conditions, including shortened recovery times, decreased
need for medications, reduced respiratory symptoms, and
improved parameters in radiological, immunological and
blood indicators.34–39 Recent publications and systematic
reviews provide the theory and potential mechanism of
action of PBMT in fighting COVID-19.14,18,40–43 Our
experience in treating pain, inflammation and respiratory
conditions motivated this trial to use PBMT in COVID-19
patients. COVID-19 continues to claim lives while some
of the patients who recover show long-term sequelae.
There is no current effective therapy available to the pub
lic. Human experience with PBMT suggests that it is
a feasible solution for reducing inflammation, cytokine
storm and lung pathology, and may be easily applied to
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Figure 1 Comparison of cellular and molecular mediators in SARS-CoV-2 induced cytokine storm and following PBMT. PBMT (LLLT) reduces activated macrophages, which
reduces pro-inflammatory cytokines. Reduced expression of P2X7r further reduces inflammatory mediators while increasing production of anti-inflammatory IL-10 and
promoting the healing process. Simultaneously, an increase in ATP via parallel pathways promotes the healing process. ↑ indicates increase, ↓ indicates decrease. Figure
adapted with permission from S Mokmeli, M Vetrici. Low level laser therapy as a modality to attenuate cytokine storm at multiple levels, enhance recovery, and reduce the
use of ventilators in COVID-19. Can J Respir Ther 2020;56:1–7. doi: 10.29390/cjrt-2019-015.

a high volume of patients at low cost per patient. We
designed a small-scale clinical trial to assess the effects
of PBMT on COVID-19 pneumonia. For the evaluation of
patient outcomes, we used validated objective and subjec
tive pulmonary assessments designed for acute pneumonia
and COVID-19.

Patients and Methods
Patients
During the period from March 2020 to May 2020, we
performed a preliminary clinical trial with a parallel design
for the evaluation of PBMT on COVID-19 pneumonia
(ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: NCT04391712). Before
obtaining Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval, the
US Food and Drug Administration assessed the MLS scan
ner-equipped laser and deemed it was a nonsignificant risk
device. Subsequently, the IRB, and the Clinical Research
Review Committee of the Lowell General Hospital
(Massachusetts, USA) approved the clinical protocol for
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PBMT treatment of COVID-19 pneumonia. All patients
provided written informed consent for participation in this
trial. A preliminary 10 patient study was approved by the
hospital. Patients were assigned to the PBMT group (stan
dard medical care plus adjunctive PBMT) or control group
(standard medical care) using the Sealed Envelope computer
application (Table 1). There was no masking of the treatment
group, and the study was performed in an open-label fash
ion. Inclusion criteria were: SARS-CoV-2 infection con
firmed by nasopharyngeal swab and RT-PCR on an Abbott
ID system upon hospitalization, age 18–90 years, and pul
monary compromise requiring oxygen support. Patients had
to be able to self-prone or support themselves in a self-sitting
position to facilitate the administration of PBMT. Exclusion
criteria included patients who required ventilator manage
ment, those with autoimmune disorders or inflammatory
conditions not related to COVID-19, and pregnancy. The
trial was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of
Helsinki.
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Table 1 Demographic Characteristics of PBMT and Control Patients Were Not Statistically Different at the Beginning of the Trial
Parameter

Control

PBMT

p-value

Age, mean (SD)

53.4 (18.0)

53.2 (16.7)

0.986

Gender, female, n (%)

1 (20)

1 (20)

1

Weight (kg), mean (SD)

85.1 (22.0)

98.8 (20.3)

0.337

Height (cm), mean (SD)

167.0 (6.8)

168.2 (11.3)

0.844

Diabetes mellitus, n (%)

3 (60)

2 (40)

0.527

Never
Former

3 (60)
2 (40)

5 (100)
-

0.114

Current

-

-

Hypertension, n (%)

2 (40)

3 (60)

0.527

Obesity, n (%)

0 (0)

2 (40)

0.114

Asthma, n (%)

1 (20)

1 (20)

1

Days in hospital, mean (SD)

12.2 (8.35)

7.6 (3.6)

0.292

Days in ICU, mean (SD)

5.4 (6.2)

0.4 (0.9)

0.087

Days on ventilator, mean (SD)

5.2 (6.2)

0 (0)

0.100

Smoking, n (%)

Device and Treatment Protocol
The MLS scanner-equipped laser (ASA Laser, Nogarazza,
Vincenza, Italy) was used to administer PBMT. This sys
tem consists of two laser sources classified as class IV
laser hazards and emitting two different near-infrared
wavelengths (808 nm and 905 nm). The MLS pulse is
composed of two wavelengths that work simultaneously
and synchronously. The device is maintained and cali
brated biannually by a laser engineer and the parameters
confirmed at 2 months prior to the trial were as follows:
1. Three GaAlAs diode laser, 808 nm, peak power of 1
W for each diode, average power 500 mW each diode,
in total 1.5 W for three diode lasers, power density 75
mW/cm2, frequency of 1500 Hz, duty cycle of 50%,
pulse duration of 330 µs, spot size of 19.6 cm2.
2. Three superpulsed GaAs laser diodes, 905 nm, peak
power 75 W, average power 203 mW each diode, in
total 610 mW for three diode lasers, power density
31 mW/cm2, frequency of 1500 Hz (train pulses 90
kHz modulated at 1 Hz ÷ 2 kHz), pulse duration of
100 ns, spot size of 19.6 cm2.
The scanner was positioned 20 cm above the skin, accord
ing to the manufacturer’s instructions. Each lung was scanned
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for 14 minutes, from apex to base, over an area of 250 cm2 of
the posterior thorax, resulting in 28 minutes of PBMT with
a dosage of 7.18 J/cm2 and a total energy of 3590 J. Each
patient received once-daily treatments on 4 consecutive days.
The patients were treated in the prone position with hands
under their head for maximal scapular protraction to reduce
the muscle and bone barrier and improve laser penetration

Figure 2 Patient positioning for PBMT. The patient was in the prone position with
hands under the head to reduce muscle and bone barrier and maximize laser
penetration. The mobile scanner was placed 20 cm above the patient. The red
light on the patient’s back is a guide for laser placement. The PBMT laser light is not
visible since 808 nm and 905 nm are in the invisible spectrum. Written informed
consent was obtained from the subject for publication of the image.
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(Figure 2). Control patients were observed and monitored for 4
days to replicate the treatment group protocol. All patients in
the study including the PBMT and the control group were
encouraged to spend 10–16 hours per day in the prone posi
tion. Patients in both groups were managed based on standard
clinical care (oxygen supplementation, fluid and electrolyte
balance, standard nursing care), and no additional corticoster
oid, antiviral, pharmacological or antibody treatment was pro
vided. At the time that this study was implemented, these
modalities were not available at the hospital during the treat
ment protocol.

Data Collection
Response to treatment was evaluated by a series of out
come measures. Our primary outcome measure was an
improvement in patient clinical status, which was mea
sured using a series of scoring tools used in critical care.
These tools are easy to use and available online.
1. The SMART-COP score includes systolic blood
pressure, multilobar infiltrates, albumin levels,
respiratory rate, tachycardia, confusion, oxygen,
and pH, and was assessed to determine the severity
of pneumonia, and to evaluate changes in SMARTCOP scores before and after treatment.44 This score
provides detailed clinical parameters, but it is diffi
cult to use rapidly on high volumes of critical
patients.
2. The Brescia-COVID respiratory severity scale
(BCRSS) is a practical and simplified stepwise pro
cess for evaluating the respiratory status of COVID19 patients.45 The score is calculated according to
the patient’s respiratory condition, respiratory rate,
partial pressure of oxygen in arterial blood (PaO2)
or peripheral oxygen saturation (SpO2), and chest
X-Ray, and it was developed in Italy during the
peak of the pandemic. The scale was assessed preand post-treatment.45
3. The Community-Acquired Pneumonia (CAP)
assessment tool is a subjective, patient-reported out
comes score in adults, which uses a short and sen
sitive questionnaire to evaluate changes in
respiratory symptoms and well-being before and
after treatment of CAP.46
4. Chest X-rays (CXR) were compared pre- and posttreatment using the radiographic assessment of lung
edema (RALE) chest X-ray evaluation scale.47 The
RALE score evaluates edema and CXR in ARDS
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patients via ground glass opacities and consolidation
in each lung field. RALE scores were calculated by
the investigators in a blinded fashion.
Arterial blood gases (ABGs) were not obtained during
the trial, however SpO2 measurements and oxygen
requirements were recorded. To compare each patient’s
ability to oxygenate, or to estimate their lung function,
we utilized the peripheral oxygen saturation divided by
fraction of inspired oxygen (SpO2/FiO2) ratio and adjusted
individual SpO2 measurements for the amount of oxygen
supplementation that they required by using an FiO2 quo
tient. By convention, every 1L/min of oxygen delivered by
low flow devices (nasal cannulas) is equivalent to a 4%
increase in oxygen. Thus, supplementation of 1L/min pro
vides 1.04 times the amount of oxygen present in room air,
therefore the FiO2 quotient is 1.04. The adjusted SpO2 was
calculated from (SpO2 obtained by pulse oximetry)/(FiO2
quotient).
Complete blood count (CBC), C-reactive protein
(CRP), electrolytes and albumin were obtained before
and after treatment. Adverse events were monitored
using standard protocols.

Statistical Analyses
Statistical analyses were performed to evaluate for any
variation in demographics and comorbid conditions
using successive chi-squared tests for dichotomous vari
ables and t-tests for continuous variables (recommended
for two groups). Numerous statistical tests were con
ducted to determine the efficacy of the treatment.
Paired t-tests were performed for each functional out
come measure stratified by PBMT or control group
(within-group testing). We also compared the overall
change in levels for functional outcomes between
PBMT and control groups using traditional t-tests
(between-group testing). Finally, we evaluated clinical
lab findings for WBC, neutrophils, lymphocytes, plate
lets, CRP, hematocrit, hemoglobin, glucose, sodium,
albumin using successive paired t-tests to evaluate for
pre-to-post changes. Missing data were handled with
listwise deletion. There was no more than 1 patient
missing from any analysis, and most analyses contained
all 10 patients. All statistics were performed with Stata
15 (College Point, TX). P-values of <0.05 and 95%
confidence intervals were considered statistically
significant.
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Table 2 Normal Ranges and Evaluation Criteria for SMART-COP, BCRSS, CAP and RALE
Scoring Tool

Evaluation Criteria

SMART-COP

0 points: very low risk of needing IRVS
1 point: low risk (1 in 20) of needing IRVS
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2 points: moderate risk (1 in 10) of needing IRVS
3 points: high risk (1 in 6) of needing IRVS
≥4 points: high risk (1 in 3) of needing IRVS, consider ICU admission
BCRSS

≥2 points: administer HFNC and reassess. If still ≥2, then intubate
CAP

<75%: respiratory distress
75% – 100%: normal range

RALE

Score dependent on extent of lung involvement and based on amount of consolidation or ground-glass opacities for each lung.
Total score is the sum of the right and left lungs.
0 points: no lung involvement
1 point: <25% of lung involved
2 points: 25–50% of lung involved
3 points: 50–75% of lung involved
4 points: >75% of lung involved

Results
The experimental group received PBMT and standard
supportive inpatient care (N = 5, average age 53.4), and
the control group received standard supportive inpatient
care (N = 5, average age 53.2). Comorbidity indices were
measured by the Elixhauser Comorbidity Index.48
Comparison of the groups at baseline demonstrated no
significant difference in average age, gender ratio, weight,
or pre-existing conditions (Table 1). Patient clinical status
was evaluated via the SMART-COP, BCRSS, CAP and
RALE pulmonary severity index criteria summarized in
Table 2. The comparison of the pre- and post-treatment
average pulmonary indices both within and between the
PBMT group and the control group demonstrated an
improvement in the PBMT group versus the control group.
The within-group changes for SMART-COP, BCRSS,
CAP and RALE demonstrated improvement in the PBMT
group and no significant changes in the control group
(Table 3, Figure 3). The average SMART-COP scores
within the PBMT group improved from 5.4 to 1.4 (p
<0.001) while a non-significant increase from 2.8 to 4.4
(p=0.356) occurred in the control group. The average
BCRSS scores within the PBMT group improved from
4.0 to 0.4 (p <0.001) while there was no statistically
significant change within the control group 2.4 to 3.6
(p=0.324). The average CAP scores within the PBMT
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group improved from 41.5 to 82.0 (p <0.004) but showed
negligible change within the control group 38.3 to 43.2
(p=0.0819). The average RALE Chest X-ray scores within
the PBMT group improved from 8.0 to 5.2 (p <0.025) and
worsened non-significantly within the control group 4.4 to
6.6 (p=0.141). All outcome measures showed a similar
pattern of marked improvement in the treatment arm of
the study which was statistically significant, and little to no
change in the control arm, with patients tending to worsen
as time went on and the disease progressed.
The between-group comparison of changes for
SMART-COP, BCRSS, CAP and RALE revealed
improvement in the PBMT group (Table 4, Figure 4).
Comparison of the average change between the groups
in SMART-COP, demonstrated a reduction in clinical
risk of −4.0 in the PBMT group, and an increase of
clinical risk by +1.6 in the control group (p=0.0065).
The comparison of the average change in BCRSS
between the groups, revealed a change in respiratory
severity of −3.6 in PBMT group and a worsening by
+1.2 in the control group (p=0.0023). The comparison
of the average CAP score change between the groups,
demonstrated an improvement of +40.5 in the PBMT
group and an improvement of only +4.9 in the control
group (p=0.0032). The chest x-rays, used for calculating
RALE scores, showed increased lucency in all PBMT
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Table 3 Within-Group Change (Mean Difference) Following Treatment Reveals Significantly Improved Scores in SMART-COP, BCRSS,
CAP and RALE in the PBMT Group but No Statistically Significant Changes in the Control Group
Scoring Tool

Pretreatment

Post-Treatment

Within-Group Change

p-value

Control, mean (SD)

2.8 (2.0)

4.4 (2.2)

+1.6 (3.4)

0.356

PBMT, mean (SD)

5.4 (0.9)

1.4 (0.9)

−4.0 (0.1)

<0.001*

2.4 (1.1)
4.0 (0.1)

3.6 (1.9)
0.4 (0.5)

+1.2 (2.4)
−3.6 (0.5)

0.324
<0.001*

Control, mean (SD)a

38.3 (13.0)

43.2 (12.3)

+4.9 (3.8)

0.0819

PBMT, mean (SD)

41.5 (8.5)

82.0 (22.7)

+40.5 (15.7)

0.004*

4.4 (1.8)
8 (0.1)

6.6 (4.2)
5.2 (1.8)

+2.2 (2.7)
−2.8 (1.8)

0.141
0.025*
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SMART-COP

BCRSS
Control, mean (SD)
PBMT, mean (SD)
CAP

RALE
Control, mean (SD)
PBMT, mean (SD)

Notes: Negative numbers indicate improvement in severity and positive numbers indicate worsening severity; aloss to follow-up = 1; *statistically significant.

subjects following treatment, but increased opacity in
control patients (Figure 5). The comparison of the aver
age change in RALE scores between the groups,

demonstrated an improvement of −2.8 in the PBMT
group and a worsening by +2.2 in the control group
(p=0.0085).

Figure 3 Within-group changes in scores following treatment reveal statistically significant improvements in SMART-COP, BCRSS, CAP and RALE in the PBMT group but
not in the control group. (A) SMART-COP: higher scores indicate risk of needing IRVS and ICU admission, while declining scores indicate improvements in clinical status and
lower risk of needing IRVS. (B) BCRSS: higher scores indicate increasing need for oxygen supplementation and intubation, while lower scores indicate improved clinical
status. (C) CAP: scores below 75 indicate subjective respiratory distress symptoms, while scores between 75 and 100 indicate normal range subjective findings. (D) RALE:
higher scores indicate increased levels of consolidation or ground glass opacities on CXR diagnosing lung edema, while lower scores indicate improved radiological findings.
Paired t-tests were performed for each functional outcome measure stratified by PBMT or control group (within-group testing). *Denotes statistical significance with p<0.05.
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Table 4 Between-Group Comparison of Change (Mean
Difference) in Scores Following Treatment Reveals Significantly
Improved Scores in SMART-COP, BCRSS, CAP and RALE in the
PBMT Group
Scoring Tool

Control

PBMT

p-value

SMART-COP, mean (SD)

+1.6 (3.4)

−4 (0.1)

0.0065*

BCRSS, mean(SD)

+1.2 (2.4)

−3.6 (0.5)

0.0023*

CAP, mean (SD)a

+4.9 (3.8)

+40.5 (15.7)

0.0032*

RALE, mean (SD)

+2.2 (2.7)

−2.8 (1.8)

0.0085*

Notes: Negative numbers indicate improvement in severity and positive numbers
indicate worsening severity; aloss to follow-up = 1; *statistically significant.

Lab results, including WBC count, platelet, hemoglobin,
hematocrit, lymphocyte count, glucose, albumin, BUN,
Creatinine and CRP were measured pre- and post-treatment
(Table 5). There was no significant difference between the
groups for the lab results, except albumin, which decreased
significantly in the control group at the end of the observation
period (p=0.038). WBC, hemoglobin, hematocrit, platelet,
neutrophil and lymphocyte count were within normal limits
before and after treatment for all subjects in the trial.
Both control and PBMT groups had similar clinical
status at the beginning of the trial. The patients who
received PBMT were being considered for ICU and intu
bation, but all recovered following PBMT without
mechanical ventilation and the adjusted SpO2 (Table 6)
of the PBMT patients remained above 80% (Table 7). An
adjusted SpO2 of >90% is within normal range. All
patients within the PBMT group showed increased oxyge
nation within 10 minutes of treatment during the PBMT

session. This effect was observed for each PBMT session,
and all PBMT patients achieved >90% adjusted SpO2 after
the final treatments. In the PBMT group, patient 1 had
a lengthy period of 5 days at 92% adjusted SpO2. Patients
2 and 3 reached 91% adjusted SpO2 by the end of day 2
(Table 7). Patient 4 reached a nadir of 84% adjusted SpO2
on day 2 and reached SpO2 of 92% by day 6. In patient 5,
a sinusoidal pattern of O2 saturation was observed with
a nadir of 80% adjusted SpO2 on day 2, but patient
recovered to 91% by day 3 (Table 7).
Control patients 1, 2 and 3 progressed to serious COVID19 and were intubated by day 2 due to rapidly declining O2
saturation, and Control patients 1 and 3 died (Table 7).
Control patient 2 was weaned off the ventilator after 7 days
and recovered but continues to experience sequelae. Control
patients 4 and 5 recovered spontaneously. Control patient 4
recovered over a 4-day hospitalization, was discharged on 2L
of home oxygen with an adjusted SpO2 of 88% and weaned
to room air by day 9. Control patient 5 recovered over a 9-day
hospitalization and was discharged on home oxygen with an
adjusted SpO2 of 89%.
At a 5-month follow-up, 2 of the 3 living control
patients, one who recovered spontaneously and one who
was on a ventilator, continue to experience aggravating
pulmonary symptoms. All subjects in the PBMT group
recovered without the need for mechanical ventilation or
pharmacotherapy and were discharged from the hospital
within 7 days of trial enrolment, and all were on room air
by 9 days. No side effects were reported in the PMBT
group after the treatment. All patients in the PBMT group
were asymptomatic at a 5-month follow-up.

Figure 4 Between-group comparison of change reveals gross benefit of adjunct PBMT versus standard treatment via SMART-COP, BCRSS, CAP and RALE. (A) In SMARTCOP, BCRSS and RALE, decreasing scores represent improvement in clinical status via decreased risk of needing IRVS, decreased need for oxygen supplementation or
intubation, and improved radiological findings, respectively. (B) In the CAP scoring tool, increasing scores signify improvement in respiratory symptoms, as reported by
patients. Simple t-tests were performed for comparing functional outcomes between PBMT and control groups. *Denotes statistical significance with p<0.05.
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Figure 5 Chest x-rays demonstrate visible improvement in the PBMT group and worsening in the control group. Chest x-rays before and after treatment reveal improved
lucency, signifying increased absorption of consolidation and ground glass opacities in all PBMT treated patients. In three of five control patients, the chest x-rays show
increased consolidation and ground glass opacities, signifying progression of disease (at the end of the observation period). Two control patients were discharged to home
prior to obtaining post-treatment chest x-rays.

Discussion
The first report of PBMT for respiratory tract disorders
occurred in 1978.49 Solid laboratory and experimental data
and peer-reviewed studies support and demonstrate the antiinflammatory effect of PBMT on lung tissue.20,22–26,30 This
preliminary clinical trial demonstrated the benefits of adjunct
PBMT in patients with severe COVID-19 symptoms. Due to

Journal of Inflammation Research 2021:14

the severity of the pandemic at the time of treatment, there
was a tremendous lack of resources and manpower.
Collection of more comprehensive clinical data was not
feasible. The data collected for this study were deemed
reasonable. In this study, the pulmonary severity indices
BCRSS, SMART-COP and CAP scores after treatment
improved in the PBMT group compared to the control
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Table 5 Comparison of Baseline and Post-Treatment Hematological Parameters Within the Groups
Parameter

Pretreatment

Post-Treatment

Reference Range

Within-Group Change

p-value

WBC
Control, mean (SD)
PBMT, mean (SD)

4.5 (2.9)
7.3 (2.4)

5.9 (2.2)
6.2 (1.7)

4.5–11.0×103/µL

+1.4 (4.1)
−1.1 (1.9)

0.541
0.268

2.1 (1.5)
5.3 (1.7)

3.9 (2.6)
4.1 (1.87)

1.5–8.0×103/µL

+1.8 (1.6)
−1.2 (1.6)

0.104
0.232

1.1 (0.6)
1.0 (0.5)

1.5 (0.8)
1.3 (0.2)

1.0–4.8×103/µL

+0.4 (0.7)
+0.2 (0.3)

0.329
0.304

171.2 (85.7)
330.6 (226.0)

269.6 (155.0)
407.8 (165.6)

150–400×103/µL

98.4 (118.4)
77.2 (159.4)

0.137
0.340

8.7 (3.3)
11.2 (12.1)

13.9 (15.2)
6.9 (8.5)

0.0–8.0 mg/dL

+5.2 (16.5)
−4.2 (9.4)

0.522
0.370

Control, mean (SD)

35.2 (8.1)

34.3 (6.4)

Male
41–53%

−0.94 (1.8)

0.316

PBMT, mean (SD)

36.4 (7.0)

35.2 (6.6)

Female
36–46%

−1.2 (2.9)

0.419

Hemoglobin
Control, mean (SD)

12.0 (2.6)

8.1 (4.8)

Male

−3.8 (6.0)

0.227

12.0 (2.5)

11.4 (2.0)

13.5–17.5 g/dL
Female
12.0–16.0 g/dL

−0.62 (0.5)

0.061

191.4 (161.8)
114.8 (20.8)

103.0 (77.9)
129.6 (71.6)

70−110 mg/dL

−88.4 (136.6)
+14.8 (61.2)

0.221
0.617

137.2 (2.3)
138.2 (5.3)

113.0 (63.3)
137.0 (2.4)

136–145 mEq/L

−24.2 (63.8)
−1.2 (2.9)

0.444
0.414

Control, mean (SD)

2.7 (0.6)

2.0 (0.7)

3.5–5.5 g/dL

−0.7 (0.4)

0.038*

PBMT, mean (SD)

2.6 (0.5)

2.7 (0.7)

+0.1 (0.4)

0.762
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Neutrophils
Control, mean (SD)
PBMT, mean (SD)
Lymphocytes
Control, mean (SD)
PBMT, mean (SD)
Platelets
Control, mean (SD)
PBMT, mean (SD)
CRP
Control, mean (SD)
PBMT, mean (SD)
Hematocrit

PBMT, mean (SD)

Glucose
Control, mean (SD)
PBMT, mean (SD)
Sodium
Control, mean (SD)
PBMT, mean (SD)
Albumin

Note: *Statistically significant.

group. Also, the RALE score, which monitors the severity of
ARDS by quantifying pulmonary edema, was statistically
improved in the PBMT group.
The average pretreatment SMART-COP score in the
PBMT group was 5.4, categorizing this group as highrisk and indicating a 1 in 3 chance of needing intensive
respiratory or vasopressor support (IRVS). Following
PBMT, the SMART-COP score decreased to 1.4,
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indicating an improved lung condition with minimal
possibility of IRVS treatment. The average pretreat
ment SMART-COP score in the control group was
2.8, categorizing this group as moderate-risk, and indi
cating a 1 in 8 chance of needing IRVS. After the
observation period, the SMART-COP score increased
to 4.4 in the control group, implying a worsening lung
condition and high-risk for IRVS. Comparison between
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Table 6 Approximate FiO2 Values for Oxygen Supplementation
Devices and FiO2 Quotients Used in Determining the Adjusted
SpO2 for the Patients During the Trial
Type of Oxygen
Supplementation

FiO2
(Approximate)

FiO2
Quotient

Room Air

20%

1.00

1 L/min nasal cannula

24%

1.04

2 L/min nasal cannula

28%

1.08

3 L/min nasal cannula

32%

1.12

4 L/min nasal cannula

36%

1.16

5 L/min nasal cannula

40%

1.20

6 L/min nasal cannula

44%

1.24

15 L/min NRB

40%

1.40

30 L/min NRB

50%

1.50

45 L/min NRB

60%

1.60

50% high flow nasal cannula

50%

1.50

the two groups’ post-treatment SMART-COP scores
showed evidence for clinical improvement in the
PBMT group (p = 0.0065).
The average pretreatment BCRSS was 4 in the PBMT
group, which placed them at risk for ICU admission and
mechanical ventilation. Post PBMT, the average BCRSS
score decreased to 0.4, which implies improvement of lung
function and requiring routine patient monitoring. The
average pretreatment BCRSS was 2.4 in the control
group, and patients needed supplemental O2 and routine
patient monitoring with pulse oximetry. Following the
4-day observation period in the control group, the average
BCRSS increased to 3.6. This increase in the BCRSS
score implies worsening lung function, placing them at
risk for ICU admission and mechanical ventilation.
Again, comparison between the two groups’ posttreatment BCRSS scores showed evidence of clinical sta
tus improvement in the treatment group (p = 0.0023).
The CAP score evaluates the patient’s subjective
respiratory condition via a self-reported questionnaire.
Scores of ≥75% indicate normal respiratory condition.
The average pretreatment CAP score in the PBMT group
was 41.5, indicating respiratory distress. After PBMT, the
CAP score improved to 82.0, indicating no further respira
tory distress. The average pretreatment CAP score in the
control group was 38.3 indicating respiratory distress.

Journal of Inflammation Research 2021:14

After the observation period, the CAP score was 43.2 in
the control group, indicating no improvement in respira
tory distress. Comparison of the post-treatment CAP
scores between the two groups showed evidence for sub
jective improvement of patient-reported outcomes for
those in the PBMT group (p = 0.0032).
The average pretreatment RALE score was 8.0 in the
PBMT group, which indicates >75% involvement of
both lungs on CXR. For the PBMT group, the average
RALE score decreased to 5.2, which implies CXR
improvement to 50–75% involvement of both lungs
(p=0.025). The average pretreatment RALE score was
4.4 in the control group, indicating 25–50% involvement
of both lungs. Following the observation period of 4
days in the control group, the average RALE score
increased to 6.6, indicating more than 75% lung involve
ment (p=0.141). This increase in the RALE score implies
worsening CXR. In accord with all other functional out
come measures studied, there was a statistically signifi
cant improvement (p = 0.0085) in lung involvement for
those in the PBMT group. The imaging absorption phase
of consolidation or ground glass opacities correlates with
healing of the lung tissue. For severe COVID-19
patients, this is usually observed after ≥ 14 days,50 but
in the PBMT group, the absorption phase was apparent
at 5-7 days.
An unexpected observation occurred within 5–10 min
utes of PBMT: SpO2 increased from 93–94% to 98–100%
as detected by pulse oximetry after each PBMT session for
all patients in the PBMT group. This phenomenon
occurred during each treatment. After PBMT, oxygenation
returned to the baseline in a sinusoidal pattern. In three of
the PBMT patients there was a gradual improvement in
oxygenation over the 4 days of treatment. Two of the
PBMT patients required 3 days of treatment before seeing
improvement in oxygenation. This result could imply
a primary effect of PBMT in lung tissue and the benefit
of PBMT, which was observed promptly. We believe that
the immediate increase in SpO2 was not the effect of the
prone position during treatment. Clinical trials have con
firmed the positive effect of long-term (12–18
h per session) prone position ventilation in selected
patients with ARDS.51,52 All patients in the PBMT and
the control group were advised to use the prone position
during the hospital stay for up to 12–18 hours per day. It is
unlikely that an additional 28 minutes in the prone position
during the treatment cycle improved the pulmonary sever
ity indices, oxygenation, and CXR.
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Table 7 Adjusted SpO2 Values Show Time Course of Lung Function for All Patients
Day,

PBMT

Hour

1

PBMT 2

PBMT 3

PBMT

PBMT 5

Control

Control

Control

3

4

5

1,0

88

85

87

83

85

89

82

85

87

92

1,6

89

89

88

86

85

85

74

85

89

90

1,12

89

90

88

87

82.5

84

75

85

87

91

2,0

89

89

88

92

80

66

74

63

90

83

2,6

89

91

91

88

88

69

VENT

63

90

82

2,12

89

91

91

84

86

61

VENT

62

92

86

3,0

92

97

93

84

91

62

VENT

VENT

90

85

3,6

92

98

93

84

91

VENT

VENT

VENT

88

82

3,12

92

98

93

84

91

VENT

VENT

VENT

88

82

4,0

92

98

93

84

98 on room

VENT

VENT

VENT

88

91

84

VENT

VENT

VENT

88

95

DEATH

76

VENT

88

95

4

Control

Control 2

1

air
5,0

92

98 on room

98 on room

air

air

6,0

92

92

7,0

92

92

76

VENT

88

95

8,0

92

Room
air

95

VENT

88

89

9,0

Room
air

95

VENT

Room air

89

10,0

95

VENT

11,0

95

VENT

12,0

95

VENT

13,0

95

VENT

14,0

97 on room

VENT

LTF

air
15,0

VENT

16,0

DEATH

17,0
Abbreviations: LTF, lost to follow-up; VENT, patient receiving mechanical ventilation.

We utilized the adjusted SpO2 to compare lung func
tion among all study patients and illustrate the timecourse of treatment. This is a rapid and non-invasive
estimation of lung function when ABG testing is not
available.53 Approximate FiO2 values for all oxygen
supplementation devices used for patients in this study
are calculated or estimated (Table 6). Both control and
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PBMT patients showed fluctuations in their lung func
tion; however, PBMT patients never required ICU
admission or mechanical ventilation (Table 7). All
PBMT patients recovered to room air within 9 days of
entering the trial (Table 7). The control patients experi
enced longer recovery times, long-term sequelae,
mechanical ventilation, and death (Table 7). One of the
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control patients was lost to follow-up after being dis
charged from the hospital on 2L/min oxygen supplemen
tation (Table 7).
The average number of hospitalized days in the PBMT
group was 7.6 days versus the control group for 12.2 days
(p=0.292). The average ICU days in the PBMT group was
0.4 days versus the control group for 5.4 days (p=0.112).
The average number of days of ventilator support in the
PBMT group was 0 days versus the control group for 5.2
days (p=0.10). There is no statistically significant differ
ence; however, our findings may be clinically meaningful
since hospital, ICU and ventilator days were all reduced in
the PBMT group. PBMT patient 1 spent 2 days in the ICU
prior to enrolment in the trial; however, none of the PBMT
subjects required ICU admission or mechanical ventilation
after enrolment. SMART-COP and BCRSS scores pre
dicted a 1 to 3 chance of ICU admission and ventilator
support for the PBMT group. None of the patients in the
PBMT group were admitted to the ICU nor required ven
tilator support. PBMT may have been effective in poten
tially reducing the need for ventilator support in the PMBT
group. SMART-COP and BCRSS scores predicted a 1 to
10 chance of ICU admission and ventilator support for the
control group. Unfortunately, 3 out of 5 patients (60%) in
the control group were admitted to the ICU and required
ventilator support. One patient expired after 4 days of
ventilator support, another after 15 days of ventilator sup
port and a third patient was weaned off the ventilator after
7 days.
The mortality rate was 0% in the PBMT group com
pared to 40% (2 out of 5 patients) in the control group.
There were no reported complications or side effects asso
ciated with the PBMT group during treatment. All the
PBMT patients were asymptomatic at a 5-month followup and reported no side effects or complications.
Supportive PBMT may improve the clinical status and
reduce the need for ventilators in the treatment of
COVID-19.
A strength of this study is that we evaluated the groups
by both subjective and objective measures. Upcoming
studies should measure and evaluate Il-6, Il-10, TNF-α,
as well as inflammatory markers, arterial blood gases, and
comprehensive blood tests. Collection of data before, dur
ing and after treatment will strengthen the results.
The facility and adaptability of PBMT enabled us to
perform this study in a community hospital. The laser is on
wheels and can easily be transported for patient care.
Similar work could be performed in medical offices or
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other healthcare settings. Appropriate laser parameters
were obtained by expert consultation to ensure laser
energy would reach the lung tissue. Another potential
benefit of PBMT for COVID-19 pneumonia is the ease
of treatment. This is a safe, non-invasive, nonpharmacologic, painless, and cost-effective modality. The
laser used in this study uses a mobile scanner so there is no
contact with the patient. One laser device with an average
25,000-hour lifespan can treat 10,000 patients.
The small number of the patients in this study is
a limitation. Clinical trials with larger groups are
needed to confirm the effect of PBMT in COVID-19.
This was the first trial of PBMT in COVID-19 patients.
The initial promising results of this study will stimu
late more advanced studies at academic and university
hospitals. The limited sample size represents
a significant issue to statistical interpretation and
should be considered when evaluating any findings of
this research.

Conclusion
This study demonstrates the potential benefits of
adjunctive PBMT in COVID-19 pneumonia. The use
of PBMT in the early stages of severe ARDS in
COVID-19 patients may improve pulmonary and clin
ical status and reduce the need for ventilator support
and ICU stay. Adjunctive PBMT may decrease hospital
stay and enhance the recovery process. Clinical status
improvement was supported by an increase in SpO2
during the treatment sessions, the rapid relief of
respiratory symptoms, and improved CXR findings.
There was no incidence of mortality or major reported
side effects in the PBMT group. The mortality rate was
40% in the control group and 40% of patients continue
to experience pulmonary sequelae. The patients in the
PBMT group recovered without needing ICU admis
sion or mechanical ventilation. Conversely, 60% of
patients in the control group required ICU admission
and ventilation. Clinical trials with larger group sizes
are necessary to confirm the effects of PBMT on
COVID-19 pneumonia.

Data Sharing Statement
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